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Abstract 
It is shown that for Giidels system T, evaluated call-by-value, if an algorithm computes a 
non-trivial binary function (where trivial means constant or projection plus constant), then the 
time-complexity is at least linear in one of the inputs. This is in contrast to the call-by-name case. 
As a corollary, it follows that there is no algorithm in this setting which computes the minimum- 
function in time-complexity O(min). @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Kqwords: Typed lambda-calculus; Functional programming 
1. Introduction 
In the last ten years, there has been a growing interest in the study of functional 
systems (like primitive recursion, GGdel system T, second-order I-calculus) from an 
intensional point of view. In such a study, one distinguishes the intension of an al- 
gorithm, its computational behavior, from its extension, the function computed by the 
algorithm. To understand the distinction between intension and extension, notice that 
two algorithms may compute the same function (they are then extensionally equal) 
while behaving in different ways on the same input (they are then said to be inten- 
sionally distinct). The main question is then the representability of a given algorithm 
in a particular system and not only whether a given function can be computed in the 
system. 
Although functional systems have been thoroughly studied from an extensional view- 
point (what is the class of functions computed by such functional system?), many 
elementary questions remains open from the intensional point of view. 
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In [3-$7, 10,151, the focus has been on the representability of the canonical algo- 
rithm for computing the minimum of two natural numbers written in unary notation. 
This algorithm is described with the following Herbrand-Godel equations: 
0 min(O, y) = 0; 
l min(g(x), 0) = 0; 
0 min(S(x), S(y)) = S(min(x, y)). 
Notice that the computation time of such an algorithm for min(n, p) is O(min(n, p)). 
It is well-known that the min function is computable in any of the above mentioned 
computational models, but the point of [3] was to show that no primitive recursive 
algorithm (evaluated in call-by-name) can simulate the previous algorithm and in par- 
ticular that there is no primitive recursive program computing the min function in time 
O(min(n, p)). The same result for call-by-value was established in [9] by the method 
of argument classes and later for the nondeterministic reduction in [5]. 
The point of [3] was also to show the intensional expressiveness of Godel system 
T (i.e. of primitive recursion extended with functional parameters) by exhibiting the 
following program minr for computing the min function: 
0 minrO=yHO; 
l minr S(X) = G(minT x); 
where 
a GuO=O; 
l Gus(y) = S(uy). 
Such a functional program evaluated in call-by-name computes the minimum in time 
proportional to the minimum since minr S(x)S(y) rewrites to G(minrx)S(y) which 
is reduced to S(minrxy). But if we evaluate the same program in call-by-value, we 
note that to compute minT S(x), we will have to compute G(minrx) in call-by-value 
and hence to compute (minrx) etc. so the computation time is in 0(x) i.e. at least 
proportional to the first input. The main concrete result of this paper is to show that 
this example is general, ie. that in the call-by-value case there is no program in system 
T computing the minimum of two natural numbers in time the minimum. The method 
to prove this is similar to [9, lo]: we introduce the notion of argument class for a 
program of system T (they are the sets of inputs computed “in the same way” by the 
program); show that these argument classes have a very simple shape and use this 
general result to show that if the result computed by the program is non-trivial then it 
must visit one of its inputs completely and hence be at least in linear time with this 
input. 
2. System T in call-by-value 
The types of system T are given by the following inductive definition: 
l N is a type (the type of natural numbers). 
l If T and U are types, then T -+ U is a type. 
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The typed terms t : T of system T are given by the following inductive definition: 
l For every type T, we have the typed variables xT : T. 
. 0:N. 
l If t:N, then S(t):N. 
l If t : T, then l_x'.t : U + T. 
l If t:T--+U and u:T, then tu:U. 
l If t:N, b:T and r:T, then RecT(t,b,(xN,yT)r):T. 
A closed term t is in normal form if t is a numeral or if t = J.x.tl, for some term 
tl (according to the type of t). As usual, we let t[tl/xl,. . . , t,,/x,] denote the term 
obtained by simultaneously substituting t; for every free occurrence of xi in t and 
possibly renaming bound variables to avoid clashes. 
Definition 2.1. Given closed terms t and U, where u is in normal form, the relation 







If t is in normal form, then t + t; 
S(t) -+ S(u) if t + 24; 
tu - v if t -+ kt’ and u + u’ and t’[u’/x] 4 v; 
Recr(t, b, (x, y)r) + v if (t -+ 0 and b + v) or (t + S(t’) and Recr(t’, b, (x, y)r) -+ v’ 
and r[t’/x, v’/y] -+ v). 
Note the following: 
Every closed term t has a normal form U, i.e. for every closed term t, there exists a 
closed term u such that t + u. This will be proved in Section 5, using the standard 
method of reducibility. 
The normal form of a closed term t is unique up to a-congruence. This is shown 
by induction on Definition 2.1. 
If t is a closed term, we will write t* for the normal form of t. 
Definition 2.2. Given a closed term t, we define its computation-tree or intension, 
denoted I[ t 1, as follows: 
1. If t is a numeral, then 
i[tn=t. 
2. If t = ktl, then 
i[tj=t, 
3. If t = S( tl ), where tl # t:, then 
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4. If t = tlt2, where either tl # t: or t2 # tz, then 
II\ 
utln IIt ot:ta 
5. If t = (htl)t2, where t2 = t;, then 
[ t 1 = (J-w It2 
u t1 [t2/xl II 
6. If t = Req-(tl, b, (x, y)r), where tl # t:, then 
[ t I= Rw-(tl, b, (x, Y 1~) 
/\ 
ut1 n URecdt?,b,(x,~)r)] 
7. If t = Recr(0, 6, (x, y)r), then 
[ t 1 = Recr(0, b, (x, .~)r) 
IIbl 
8. If t = Recr(n + 1, b, (x, y)r), then 
[t]=Recdn+ l,b,(x,y)r) 
I\ 
[ Recdn, b, (x, y>r> 1 U r[n/x, Recdn,b, (x, y)r)*lyl Ii 
Remark. The termination of this recursive definition is not obvious. In fact, to each 
case in the inductive definition of the normal form relation -+ corresponds a tree 
construction in the previous definition. Since existence of normal forms is established, 
it follows that to each term t a derivation of t + u for some u exists and hence that 
the computation tree of t exists. 
Given an intension [ t 1, we will denote its size (i.e. the number of nodes) with I[ t ]I. 
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Definition 2.3. The skeleton of an intension [t ] is the tree obtained from [t ] by, in 
each node, replacing the decorating term tl with the pair (U,i), where U is the type 
of tI and i the particular instance of Definition 2.2 used in this node. 
Definition 2.4. Two intensions I[ tl ] and [ t2 ] are equivalent if they have equal skeletons. 
This is denoted I[ tl ]I E I[ t2 1. 
Note that this defines an equivalence relation on intensions. 
A term t is almost closed if all the free variables in t are of type N. A functional 
pair is a pair (t,Z), where t is an almost closed term and X = (xl,. . . ,xk) is a sequence 
of distinct variables of type N, such that the free variables of t are included in X. 
Given a functional pair (t,T) and E=(nl,. ,nk)ENk, we define 
tx(n)=t[nI/xl,. ..,nk/xk]. 
Notice that t,(E) is always closed. 
Definition 2.5. Let (t,X) be a functional pair, where t is of type T. 
1. ext(t,x) is then the function from Nk to closed terms of type T, given by 
ext(t,T)(E) = t,-(E)*. 
2. For EeNk, let the argument class of ii with respect to (t,F) be the subset of Nk, 
given by 
Note that [E](,,) is well-defined, i.e. 
since E is an equivalence relation. 
When X is given by the context, we will write t(E), ext(t) and [ Elt instead of tr(E), 
ext(t,Z) and [E&,7), respectively. 
3. A result on argument classes 
A subset A C Nk is a simple product if A = Al x . . x Ak, where each A, is either 
singleton or N. Let f : Nk 4 N and A CNk. We say that f is N-linear on A if the 
restriction of f with respect to A is either constant or there is an i and c E N such that 
,f(E) = ni + c, for EEA. In this section, we shall show that the argument class [E] t 
of a functional pair (t,X) is always a simple product and that if t is of type N, then 
ext(t) is N-linear on [Elt. This is a generalization of Theorem 7.6 in [9], where it is 
shown that the same result holds for primitive recursive algorithms. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let (t,?) be a functional pair. If t(n)= t(B)* for some EEN~, then 
t(p) = t(p)* for all peNk. 
Proof. Any redex of t(p) must have the shape u(p) where u(X) is a subterm of t(x). 
But then u(E) is also a redex so t(H) can not be normal. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Zf I[ Recr(n, b, (x, y)r) ]i E [I Recr(m, b, (x, y)r) 1, then n = m. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that n <m. The statement now 
follows by induction on n. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let (t,?) be a functional pair. Then, for every ?icNk, 
1. [ Ti] t is a simple product. 
2. There is a term ZA such that t(%)* =u(Fi), for all EE [?ilt. 
Proof. Since [t(Z) ] is always finite, we can thus reformulate the statement as follows: 
VX Y’k> 1 Vt V’n, if (t,x) is a functional pair and I[ t(Z)]] =k, then (1) and (2) holds. 
Letting x be arbitrary but fixed, we proceed by induction on I[ t(E) ]I. 
I[t(n)]l= 1. Th’ is implies that t(E) = t(n)*. By Lemma 3.1, t(Ei) = t(B)* for every 
ZE Nk. Hence [Z] f = Nk, which is a simple product. For (2), it is clear that u = t 
satisfies the requirements. 
]I[ t(n) ]I > 1. Then there are three cases to consider, depending on whether t is on 
S-, application- or Recr-form. 
1. t(2) = S(t, (E)). Then 
1 t(z) I= wl ml 
I\ 
u m) n mm* 1 
Suppose ZE [n] f. Then it follows that [t(m) ]I E I[ t(E) ]I. Hence [ tl(E) ] = [ tl(Ti) ]I, 
which implies Tii E [ n ] tl . Since this argument is reversible, we get 
[Zlt = [Elt,. 
By induction, [Z] f, is a simple product. Hence [n] f is likewise and (1) is proved. 




t(m)* = s(t@i)*) = S(u,(rn)). 
Taking u = S(ul) thus proves (2). 
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2. t(Ti) is an application. This splits into two subcases: 
2.1. t(n) = tl (Z)t2(Z), where either tl (E) # tl (Z)* or t*(E) # t2(E)*. Then 
[ fl (E) ] i[ f2@) ] [ fl (n)*f*@)* II 
Thus, ZE[E]~ implies ~~[ii](,, i= 1,2. Hence 
[~ltc[~lt, n [Elf,. 
By induction, there are terms UI and u2 such that 
V%E[E]~8,ti(Z)* =ui(Fi),i= 1,2. 
This yields that tr(%i)*t2@)* =uiu2(IIz) for 73~ [Elt, n[E],. Hence, EWE 
[ZII iff EE[Z]~, n [El,, and [tl(E)*t~(E)*] E [f~@i)*f2(Z)*] iff EE[E],, n 
[Elt* f- [nlU,tQ. In other words: 
[2lt = [Elt, f- [~lfZn[~lu,u,. 
By induction, all the sets on the righthandside of this equation are simple prod- 
ucts. Since such sets are closed under non-empty intersections, it follows that 
[ Fi ] t is a simple product. 
It remains to show (2). By induction, there is a term 243 such that 
~‘m~[~lu,tL,, 241 Us” = u3@), 
Take ?EE[~]~. Then, since [E]tc[E],,,,, 
t(m)* = (t,(m)*t2@)*)* = UiU2(z)* = z&E). 
Thus, letting u = 2.43 shows (2). 
2.2. t(n) = (,L~.ti(Z))t2(Fz), where tz(E) = tz(E)*. Then 
Since we are assuming that the free and bound variables in t are disjoint, it 
follows that 
tl @)[t2(Ti)/x] = tl [Qx](E), for all ?I. 
Hence 
[nll = ]~ll,[l*/xl 
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This proves (l), since, by induction, [E] lllfz,xl is a simple product. Also, by 
induction, there is a term ~1 such that 
EiE [%I t,[t&], t1 [mm)* = u1(W. 
Thus, since t(E)* = ti [tJx](E)*, taking u = ui shows (2). 
3. t(E) is on Recr-form, i.e. t(Z) = Recr(ti(Ti), b(n), (x, ~)r(%)). This also splits into 
two subcases, depending on whether ti(E) is in normal form or not. 
3.1. ti(E)#ti(E)*. We then have 
I[ t(n) ] = Recdfl (W, WQ, (x9 ~>r@>) 
I\ 
I[ h(@) 1 I[ Rew(h@)*, 01, (x, y>r@)> 1 
First, we observe that %~[?i]~ implies ?EE[%],,. Thus [Z]l&[E]t,. By 
induction, we get a term ui such that 
t%E[n],,,ti(m)* =ui(m). 
Hence, for EE[z]~,, 
Recr(ti@)*, b(E), (x, r)r@)) = Recr(ui@), b(m), (x, Y)~@)) 
= Recr(ui, b, CG y)r)@) = h@) 
This yields EE[E], iff EE[~]~, n [Elt,. Hence 
[tilt =[nlt, n CG,. 
This proves that [ii] t is a simple product, since both [ 7i] f, and [ ?i] t2 are simple 
products, by the induction hypothesis, and simple products are closed under non- 
empty intersections. 
It remains to find a term u such that 
vEiE[z],,t(m)* =24(E). 
By induction, there is a term u2 such that 
t%E[n]t,t2(m)* =u*(zi). 
Since [ti],C[7~]~~, we get 
t(E)* = t&9* = u2(172), for EE [Tilt, 
so u = u2 does the trick. 
3.2. ti (E) = ti(%)*. Since ti(E) is a closed term of type N in normal form, it 
follows that ti(?i) is a numeral. This implies that either tl =SJ’(xi) or ti is itself 
a numeral q. We start with showing the statement for ti =xi, and then reducing 
the other possibilities to this case. 
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So assume tl =xi. Here there are two cases, depending on whether Hi = 0 or 
ni > 0. First consider ni = 0. We then get 
11 G> ] = Redo, b(n), (x, y)r@)) 
Assume EE[E]~. By Lemma 3.2, we get mi =O. Also, ii?~[E]b. On the other 
hand, EE [ E]b and mi = 0 implies %E [ El,. Hence 
This yields that [%lt is a simple product, since, by induction, [ ii]b is a sim- 
ple product, and fixing a component in a simple product again yields a simple 
product. 
To prove (2), we observe that, by induction, there is a term UI such that 
VJmE [ E]b, b(Zi)* = ul (m). 
Since t(%)*= b(Z)* for ZE [iilt and [Z][ c [E]b, we can take u=ut. This 
proves the statement for ni = 0. 
Now assume ni > 0, say nj = n + 1. Then 
a t(n) I= Rw-(n + 1, b(E), (x, Y)@>> 
I\ 
[ Rec&, b(E), (x, y>W> ]I II +0[n/x, ReMn, b(n), (x, yM3)*lyl] 
Let ut = Recr(n, b, (x, y)r). By induction, there is a term ut such that 
v?@iE [nl*,, v,(m)* = zdl(rn). 
Hence, for 7% E [ Elc,, 
@>[n/x, Recdn, NW, k yM~))*lyl = r(@W, ~~@)*/yl 
= r(E)[4x, UI (W/y] = r[n/x, u~/yl(E) 
= Yz(E) 
Assume Zi~[?i]~. By Lemma 3.2, we get mi=tii=n+l. Also, EE[E],, n[Elu,. 
On the other hand, 78~ [Elo, n [Ti],, and mi =ni implies EE [%ll. Hence 
[itll={EiE[nJ,, n[z],, Im;=n;) 
Since [El,, and [EIV1 are both simple products, by the induction hypothesis, we 
get that [ Elt is also a simple product. 
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To prove (2), we observe that, by induction, there is a term u2 such that 
VEC in]“*’ o2@q* = 242(E). 
Since t(~)* = Q(E)* for Eii~ [Z], and [Elf C [E]b, we can take u=u~. This 
proves the statement for ni > 0 and thus concludes the case when tl = xi. 
It remains to show the statement when tl = P(xi), p > 0, or tl is itself a numeral q. 
We continue by assuming that tl =S’(xi), for some p>O. Then t=Recr(P(xi), 
b, (x, v)r). Let to = Recr(xi, b, (x, y)r) and, for E E Nk, let % + pi be the result of 
adding p to the ith component of Zi. We then get 
t(Z) = to@ + pi), for all 7% E Nk. 
This yields 
From the above, it follows that [E + pi IlO is a simple product. By Lemma 3.2, the 
ith component of [E + pill0 is singleton. Hence [Tilt is a simple product. Also, 
there is a term UI such that 
vi% E [E + pi It,, to(m)* = 24l(rn). 
Taking u = ~1 [P(x;)/xi] then proves (2). 
Finally, assume tl is itself a numeral q. Then t = Recr(q, b,(x, y)r). Let TV = 
Recr(y, b, (x, y)r), where y is a fresh variable of type N. Then 
t(E) = t&E, q), for all 7~ E Nk. 
From what already has been shown, it follows that [E, q If0 is a simple product 
and that there is a term uo such that 
Since [Tilt is a co-projection of [ E,q Ito, we get that [7ilt is a simple product. 
Also, letting u = uo[q/y] proves (2) in this case. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let (t,?) be a functional pair, where t is of type N. Then, for every 
EEN~, ext(t) is N-linear on [Eli. 
Proof. By (2) of Theorem 3.3, there is a term u such that 
VlmE [El,, t(m)* = u(iii). 
Since u(7iz) is a closed term of type N in normal form, it follows that either u is a 
numeral or u =S’(xi), where xi ET. Thus ext(t) is N-linear on [%lt. Cl 
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4. Complexity corollary 
In the present setting, it is natural to take the size of the intension as a measure of 
time-complexity. 
Definition 4.1. Let (t,?C) be a functional pair. For E E Nk, define fix,@) C [ 1,. . . , k] as 
follows: i E fix,(E) iff the ith projection of [ii], is singleton. 
Intuitively, an argument is fixed if there is a recursion such that the number of 
recursion steps is dependent on this argument. Hence, the size of the intension is then 
at least the value of this argument. This idea is made precise in the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. Let (t,X) be a functional pair, where t = kCT(Xi, b, (x, y)r). Then, fbr 
every ?i E Nk: 
1. i E fix,(Z). 
2. i?i < I[ t(E) ]I. 
Proof. (1) follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. In order to show (2), one proves 
n< I[ t[n/q] ]I by induction on n, using the fact that [ t[p/Xi] 1 is a strict subtree of 
[ t[P + I/&l ]I. q 
Lemma 4.3. Let (t,?) be a functional pair. For every ii~ Nk, if i E fix,@), then 
ni < I[ Gi) ]I. 
Proof. This is proved by induction on I[ t(F’i)]l, in analogy with the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. We will consider the case when t is of Ret-form and leave the rest 
to the reader. 
So let t(H) = Recr(tl (E), b(E), (x, y)r(E)). This splits into two subcases, depending 
on whether tl(7i) is in normal form or not. 
1. tl(E) # tl (Z)*. We then have 
[ t(E)] = Recdtl@>, b(a), (x, y>r@>> 
I\ 
U td3 ] [ Recdtl@>*, b@), (x3 .O@)) I 
By Theorem 3.3, we get a term UI such that 
v’me [Tilt,, t,(m)* = U] (iii). 
Hence. 
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where t;! =Recr(ui, b,(x,y)r). This shows that if i E fix,(E), then i E fix,,(@) or i E 
fixt(7z). In either case, since [ tl(?i) ] and I[ tz(E) ]I are both strict subtrees of I[ t(E) 1, the 
induction hypothesis is applicable and the statement follows. 
2. ti(~) = tl (E)*. Since t,(n) is a closed term of type N in normal form, it follows 
that ti(~) is a numeral. This implies that either ti = SJ’(xj) or ti is itself a numeral q. 
We show the statement for tl =xj, and then leave the other cases to the reader. 
So assume ti =xj. Without loss of generality, we may assume that j = 1. Take 
i E fix&i). If i = 1, then the statement is precisely Lemma 4.2. If i # 1, then we have 
to distinguish two cases, depending on whether nl = 0 or nl > 0. 
If ni = 0, then i E fix,(E) implies i E fix&i). Since [ tl(ii) ] is a strict subtree of I[ t(8) 1, 
the induction hypothesis is applicable and the statement follows. 
If nl >O, then it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3, case 3.2 (with ~1 and 29 
as in that case) that 




[~l,={m~[ni,, n[ni,, (ml =nl >. 
This shows that i E fix@) implies i E fix,, (ii) or i E fixv,(7i). In either case, since [ VI@) ] 
and [i 02(E) ] are both strict subtrees of [ t(Z) J the induction hypothesis is applicable and 
the statement follows. Cl 
Theorem 4.4. Zf (&x1,x2) is a functional pair such that ext(t) is not N-linear on N2, 
then there is an i such that,for all (nl,n2)EN2, ni<li[ t(nl,nz)j\. 
Proof. Since we are assuming that ext(t) is not N-linear on N2, it follows from 
Theorem 3.3 that, for each (nl,n2)EN2, either 1 or 2 is fixed in [n1,n21f. By 
Lemma 4.3, it is enough to show that one of the arguments is uniformly fixed in 
[ nl, n2 It. Suppose that this is not the case. Then there are (nl, nz), (ml, m2) E N2 such 
that 
fixt(nl,n2)= (11, fixt(ml,mz) = (2). 
By Theorem 3.3, this implies 
[n1,mlt={nl} xN [ml,m2 It=N x (1722) 
But then (nl,mz)E [nl,r~z]~ n [m1,m21t, which is a contradiction, since [nl,n21f and 
[ml, m2 If are distinct, and distinct argument classes are disjoint. 0 
Corollary 4.5. There is no term in system T which computes the minimum-function 
in time O(min). 
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5. Existence of normal forms 
Definition 5.1. For closed terms t, the predicate t : T is reducible is defined by induc- 
tion on T as follows: 
1. If t : N, then t is reducible if t has a normal form. 
2. If t : U -+ V, then t is reducible if tu : V is reducible for every reducible u : U. 
Lemma 5.2. If t : T is reducible, then t has a normal form. 
Proof. This is proved by induction on T. 0 
If t and u are closed terms, we write t* E u* if both t* and u* exists and are equal, 
or neither t* nor u* exists. 
Lemma 5.3. If t: U + V is a closed term with normal form t*, then (tu)* N (t*u)*, 
for every closed term u : U. 
Proof. This follows by inspection of Definition 2.1. 0 
Lemma 5.4. If tl : T and t2 : T are closed terms such that tl is reducible and t: = tt, 
then t2 is reducible. 
Proof. This is proved by induction on T. 
If T = N, then it follows immediately that t2 is reducible, since it is assumed that 
t2* exists. 
Let T = U + V. Take a reducible term u: U. Since tl : U -+ V is reducible, it fol- 
lows that tlu : V is reducible. By Lemma 5.2, it has a normal form (tiu)*. Thus, 
by Lemma 5.3 and the assumption t: = tt, we get (tlu)* = (tru)* = (t,*u)* = (tzu)*. 
The induction hypothesis now yields that t2u is reducible. Since u : U is an arbitrary 
reducible term, it follows that t;? is reducible. 
Theorem 5.5. Let t be a term and UI ,..., uk be closed reducible terms such that 
t[u1/x1,..., uk/.xk] is closed. Then t[ul/xl, . . . , uk/Xk] is reducible. 
Proof. Let t[ii/i] denote t[ul/xl,. . . , u&k]. The statement is proved by induction on t. 
1. If t = 0 or t is a variable, then it is immediate that t[ii/_f] is reducible. 
2. If t = S(tl), then t[ii/i] ==S(tl[ii/.i]). By induction, tl [ii/i] is reducible. Hence it 
has a normal form. But this yields that t[ii/.f] has a normal form and, since it is of 
type N, is reducible. 
3. If t = ly. tl, then t[zi/T] = Ay.tl [ii/.?]. Let the type oft be U + V and take a reducible 
term u : U. We have to show that t[i@]u is reducible. There are two cases, 
depending on whether u is in normal form or not. 
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First, consider the case when u is in normal form. Then, by induction, tt[z+,u/y] 
is reducible. Hence it has a normal form v. But this implies that t[z+]u has v as 
a normal form. By Lemma 5.4, t[i@]u is reducible. 
Second, consider the case when u is not in normal form. By Lemma 5.4, u* is 
reducible. Hence ti[E/..?, u*/y] is reducible by induction. Since ti[ii/.?,u*/y] is re- 
ducible, it has a normal form v. Again, we get that also t[ii/j;_]~ has v as a normal 
form, so it is reducible, by Lemma 5.4. 
4. If t = tlt2, then t[ii/.F] = tl[ii/F]tz[z2/.2]. By induction, both tl[ti/.f] and t2[ii/i] are 
reducible. It then follows immediately from the definition of reducibility that t[ii/.T] 
is reducible. 
5. If t = Recr(ti, b, (z, y)r), then t[ii/Z] = Recr(ti [ii/Z], b[ii/.rZj, (z, y)r[i@]). There are 
two cases to consider, depending on whether tl[z$T] is a numeral or not. 
First, consider the case when tl[ii/Z] is a numeral. We proceed by induction on 
this numeral. By the first induction hypothesis, b[ii/f] is reducible. It thus has a 
normal form v. But then Recr(0, b[ii/Z], (z, y)r[i+]) has v as a normal form and is 
reducible, by Lemma 5.4. This concludes the base case. For the induction step, we 
get that Re+(n, b[+], (z, y)r[ii/Z]) is reducible. Hence, it has a normal form vi. 
By the first induction hypothesis, r[zi/X, n/z, q/y]) is reducible and thus has a normal 
form v2. But then RecT(n + l,b[ii/Z],(z, y)r[ii/.Z]) has 02 as a normal form and the 
reducibility follows from Lemma 5.4. 
Second, consider the case when tl[z$i] is not a numeral. By induction, tl[U/X] is 
reducible and thus has a normal form vi. This vi must be a numeral, so by the 
preceding case, we get that Recr(vi, b[ii/Z],(z, y)r[ii/i]) is reducible and, conse- 
quently, has a normal form 212. Then t[ii/Z] has v2 as a normal form and is thus 
reducible, by Lemma 5.4. 0 
It now follows that every closed term is reducible and thus has normal form. 
6. Conclusion 
Comparing system T with ordinary primitive recursion, T is obviously an exten- 
sion of primitive recursion; more functions can be computed in T than in primitive 
recursion. However, adding new algorithmic constructions (in this case: higher order 
primitive recursion) might not only extend the class of computable functions. They 
might also be used to write better algorithms for functions already computable. The 
term mentioned in the introduction for computing min is a nice example of this. One 
conclusion to be drawn from the results stated here is that such a phenomenon is 
strongly dependent on the order of evaluation, since it occurs only in call-by-name 
and not in call-by-value. It is interesting to compare with the situation when lists are 
added to ordinary primitive recursion: In call-by-name, essentially new algorithms are 
obtained for computing primitive recursive functions over N, whereas, in call-by-value, 
this is not the case [4,5,7, lo]. This comparison hints at a possible generalization. 
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